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~ R. PALAIER--------------------------

Relative Clauses in Tigre 

Relative clauses in Tigre 1 are definable in terms of the occurrence of the 
particle Ia, and by their syntactic function-that of a modifier (attribute) 
within a noun phrase. Also to be subsumed under the title, however, are 
some clauses that are not noun-modifiers and others which, while function
ing as noun-modifiers, do not contain the particle. 

The particle Ia has two main, though not entirely unrelated functions, 
first that of the definite article where it is the initial element of a simple 
noun phrase, and secondly that of a relative particle where, with certain 
stated exceptions, it precedes the verb of the clause. Examples of the two 
functions are : 

(1) Ia $iillim b11'ray 'the black ox' 
(2) b11'11d s11ga Ia $iiWi1r kiil11b 'another dog carrying meat,' Lit. other meat which he

carries dog2 

1. PHONOLOGY. For ease of identification the particle is represented 
throughout by the transcription Ia, but its phonetic characteristics vary 
according to its environment. 

1.1. The vowel has a fully open front quality in slow speech, if the 
particle is quoted in isolation, or if it is stressed. One position in which 
particles are always stressed is immediately before the 'copula' tu, ta, tom 
and tiin (masc. sing., fern. sing., masc. plur., and fern. plur. respectively). 
An example is Ia tu 'which is'; for the stress we may compare 'iimanka tu 
'you are right' (the stress, with falling intonation, being on Ia and -ka). 

I The material used for this paper was entirely provided from the speech of Mr. Lijam 
lshaq of Geleb (Mensa dialect), Eritrea, during research in the field, most of it from 
stories first written down and subsequently recorded on tape. The transcription is that 
used by Wolf Leslau, Short Grammar of Tigre (American Oriental Society Offprint 
No. 18), except that it distinguishes ii and a in all environments, for which see F. R. 
Palmer, 'Comparative Statement and Ethiopian Semitic,' Transactions of the Philological 
Society, 1958, 131-2. 

2 The 'literal' translations are essentially word translations, each Tigre word being 
translated separately, though the translation in each case is partly determined by the 
context. Tigre gender is not shown in the translation, the choice of 'he,' 'she,' 'it,' etc. 
being dependent on the English. Ia is, however, consistently translated 'which.' 
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24 F. R. PALMER 

1.2. In rapid speech and where the particle lacks stress, its vowel may 
have a quality closer to that usually associated with Tigre ii (half open 
central and shorter in duration than a), but the variations in quality are 
such that it is not reasonable, in any given case, to make a decision between 
ii and a. 

1.3. Before a laryngeal consonant (h, }J, ' and ') followed by another 
vowel, the vowel of the particle has a quality approximating to that of the 
following vowel (this is true of all vowels that may morphologically be 
identified as a, and of ii and a as well). 

1.4. The sequence man Ia (man 'from') has phonetically a long medial 
dental nasal, and no lateral consonant; it could be written *manna, but for 
consistency man Ia is preferred. 

2. STRUCTURE OF THE RELATIVE CLAUSE. The elements in the relative 
clause follow the normal order of the simple sentence in Tigre, the verb 
being preceded by the nouns or noun phrases that function as subject and 
object. The position of Ia is subject to some variation. 

2.1. Most commonly Ia immediately precedes the verb, e.g., 

(3) 'iib Ia wiidiiya l;riiram 'the sin a father did,' Lit. father which he-did-it sin. 

Also Nos. 2, 13, 15, 17, 18, 19, 25, 29.3 

2.2 The particle sometimes occurs initially in the clause and separated 
from the verb; commonly, but not exclusively, the element between Ia and 
the verb is a pronoun subject, e.g., 

(4) Ia hatu l;riisbiiyu 'what he thought,' Lit. which he he-thought-it 
(5) Ia kitab Ia 'anta qiir'iikahu4 'the book you read,' Lit. the book which you you

read-it 
(6) Ia dabii' Ia 'atbakom 'iila 'the forest around them,' Lit. the forest which around

them it-was 

Also No. 16. 
This pattern appears to be restricted to clauses which either follow the 

noun (§3.2.) or occur with no noun (§3.3.). 

3 The numbers refer to the examples, which are indicated in the text by numerals in 
parentheses, not to the sections. Only examples from sections §§1 to 4 are included in 
these lists. 

4 The initial/a here, in No. 6 and in other examples is to be regarded as the definite 
article with the noun that follows and not the relative particle of the clause. 
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2.3. If the verb is complex (a full verb plus an auxiliary), the particle pre
cedes the auxiliary, which comes after the full verb. e.g., 

(7) niibbar Ia 'iila ..•• ba'iis 'the war that was,' Lit. it-being which it-was war 
(8) Ia siifiittit wiiddawo fa 'iifiiw 'iimii$ 'the crimes the shifta were committing,' Lit. 

the shifta they-doing-it which they-were crime 

2.4. Ia is often followed by the particles 'a/-, 'att- and 'abb- plus the pro
nominal suffixes associated with nouns and prepositions. These particles, 
thus, come between Ia and the verb, e.g., 

(9) fa 'afu tabe 'what you said,' Lit. which (object)-it you-said 
(10) fa 'atta /:liiza 'where he wanted,' Lit. which to-it he-wanted 

2.5. In a long clause Ia often occurs twice, both at the beginning of the 
clause and immediately before the verb, e.g., 

(11) Ia man ba'ad 'iiddotat 'ab siiqii{ fa tiimii~$a'o 'iigarbiit wii'akal'imported materials 
and food,' Lit. which from other countries for trade which she-brings-it (=them) 
things and-corn 

(12) Ia 'iikan fa 'atta 'agal tab~iih ta/:liissab Ia 'iiliit 'The place she intended to reach,' 
Lit. the place which to-it to she-reach she-thinking which she-was 

Also No. 24. 

3. POSITION OF THE RELATIVE CLAUSE. The relative clause functions as a 
modifier of a noun, and occupies those positions that modifiers occupy. 

3.1. Most commonly the clause precedes the noun it modifies but follows 
determinatives such as the demonstratives ('alii, 'alia, 'a/lorn and 'alliin) 
and the numerals. Many examples have already been quoted-Nos. 2, 3, 7, 
8, and 11, and others are Nos. 13, 14, and 2~30. An example of a 
different type of modifier preceding a noun-an adjective-is found in 
No. l. 

A striking point about clauses preceding the noun is that, at least in the 
case of the preposition 'at 'at,' a preposition that governs the whole noun 
phrase immediately precedes the particle Ia even when this particle is not 
initial, e.g., 

(13) /:liitte $ewabet 'at Ia niibbar diba qisot 'at a village in which a family lives,' Lit. one 
family at which it-lives in-it village 

(14) may bazu/:1 'at fa ba'attu miisakabu 'at his home which had plenty of water,' Lit. 
water much at which it-has his-home 

In these two examples 'at is associated with the whole noun phrase-'at a 
village .. .', 'at his home .. .' and not with the relative clause alone (not 
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'at which .. .'); yet it occurs in the middle of the relative clause, im
mediately before Ia and not before the whole noun phrase. 

3.2. Less commonly the clause follows the modified noun, e.g., 

(15) kat g;mas 'ala Ia miissa/'etcetera,' Lit. every kind to-it which it-resembles 

Also Nos. 5, 6, and 12. 
·An example of an adjective following its noun is 'iidag salu/:1 'a thin 

donkey.' One example was noted in which the clause not only comes after 
the noun, but is separated from it by a verbal element: 

(16) miinsii' 'iikan 'iiliibu Ia tambak tat/.liirras dibu 'Mensa has no place in which to
bacco is grown,' Lit. Mensa place it-has-not which tobacco it-is-cultivated in-it 

3.3. A relative clause often occurs with no modified noun. It may be pre
ceded by a determinative; an example (with worot as the determinative) is: 

(17) worot 'iiliSek Ia /atbahal 'a man called Alishek,' Lit. one Alishek which he-is
called 

Quite commonly there is no determinative, e.g., 

(18) bazu/.1/a /.liizze 'he who wants a lot,' Lit. much which he-wants 
(19) 'at 'iib'ariit Ia siiqqu 'those who work with oxen,' Lit. at oxen which they-work 

Also Nos. 4, 9, and 10. 
This is equally a common function of all elements that act as modifiers 

of the noun. The adjective 'awur 'blind,' for example, may occur with a 
noun, Ia 'awur 'anas, or with no noun, Ia 'awur (both to be translated 'the 
blind man.') 

4. CONCORD RELATIONS. Ia is referred to throughout this paper as are
lative particle, not as a relative pronoun. The choice of terminology results 
from the fact that Ia indicates only that the clause is a relative clause, but 
does not itself mark the kind of distinction that is shown by the relative 
pronouns 'who,' 'whom,' 'whose,' etc. Distinctions of this kind I shall 
label 'referential relations,' since in traditional terminology relative pro
nouns 'refer back to the antecedent.' These referential relations are marked 
in Tigre by the concord between the noun and certain elements within the 
relative clause. 

4.1. The element in concord with the noun may be the verb of the re
lative clause; the referential relation is that indicated by a relative pronoun 
as the subject of the verb, e.g., 
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(20) 'at 'iifuhu Ia 'iiliit katfiit 'the piece that was in his mouth,' Lit. in his-mouth which 
it-was piece ('iiliit is in concord [fern. sing.] with katfiit.) 

Also Nos. 2, 6, 7, and 15. 

4.2. The element in concord with the noun may be the pronominal 
(object) suffix of the verb; the referential relation is that indicated by are
lative pronoun as the object of the verb, e.g., 

(21) 'alii ziibiin Ia 'iim$ayu miikayan 'modern machines,' Lit. this century which it
brought-it (=them) machines (The pronominal suffix -11 of 'iim:sayu is in concord 
[masc. sing.] with miikayan, which though morphologically plural has masc. sing. 
concord.) 

Also Nos. 3, 5, 8, and 11. 

4.3. The element in concord with the noun may be the suffix of one of 
the particles 'at-, 'att- or 'abb-; the referential relations are, respectively, 
that indicated by a relative pronoun as the object of the verb (as in §4.2), 
that indicated by 'in,' 'at' or 'to' plus a relative pronoun and that indicated 
by 'for' or 'by' plus a relative pronoun, e.g., 

(22) Ia 'ala ra'a $iJlalot 'the image he saw,' Lit. which (object)-it he-saw image (The 
suffix -a of 'ala is in concord [fern. sing.] with :salalot.) 

(23) Ia 'atta miisa dibom 'iikan 'the place they were in when night fell,' Lit. which in-it 
it-became-night on-them place (The suffix -a of 'atta is in concord [fern. sing.] 
with 'iikan.) 

(24) Ia 'abbu I<Jtr<J'iiw Ia hiil/ekum siibiib 'the reason you are seen,' Lit. which for-it 
you-being-seen which you-are reason (The suffix -u of 'abbu is in concord [masc. 
sing.] with siibiib.) 

Also No. 12. 
This type of concord relation is always to be found where Ia is followed 

by 'a/-, 'att- or 'abb-, but not where it is preceded by them (as in No. 15). 

4.4. The element in concord with the noun may be the pronominal 
suffix of a preposition, especially, but not exclusively, of dib 'in,' occurring 
in all cases after the verb; the referential relation is that indicated by a 
preposition plus a relative pronoun, e.g., 

(25) 'iigarbiit Ia lazziibbe dibiin .. . 'iibyat ma 'iiswaqat 'shops or houses in which 
things are sold,' Lit. things which it ( = they)-is-sold in-them ... houses or shops 
(The pronominal suffix -iin of dibiin is in concord [fern. plur.] with 'iibyat and 
'iiswaqat.) 

(26) qiirfay Ia waraq babur Ia latgiisse diba betiitit 'ticket-inspector's box,' Lit. cutter 
(of) the paper (of) train which he-sits in-it little-house. (The suffix -a of diba is in 
concord [fern. sing.] with betiitit.) 
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(27) Ia zet fiiggar m<1nna 'ab/'the crop from which oil comes,' Lit. which oil it-comes 
from-it crop (fhe suffix -a of manna is in concord [fern. sing.] with 'aka/.) 

Also Nos. 13 and 16. 

4.5. The element in concord with the noun may be the pronominal 
(possessive) suffix of a noun within the clause; the referential relation is 
that indicated by a possessive relative pronoun, e.g., 

(28) /:rallanahu Ia i motiit worot 'aw11r 'anas 'a blind man whose spirit had not died,' 
Lit. his-spirit which not it-died one blind man (The suffix -11 of J:r;,l/;,nahu is in 
concord [masc. sing.] with 'anas.) 

4.6. The element in concord with the noun is the suffix of the form 
'iiliib- or ba'att-. These suffixes are those that are found with nouns and 
prepositions, but these forms have the syntactic function of verbs; the 
referential relations are those indicated by a relative pronoun as the subject 
of the verb 'have' (negatived in the case of' iiliib-), e.g., 

(29) 'adiid Ia 'iiliibu cbhiib 'limitless gold,' Lit. limit which it-has-not gold. (The 
suffix -11 of 'iiliibu is in concord [masc. sing.] with cbhiib.) 

(30) miikasabiit Ia ba'attu garotat 'things with profit in them,' Lit. profit which it 
(=they)-has things. (The suffix -u of ba'attu is in concord with garotat which like 
all morphological plurals of 'inanimate nouns' has singular concord.) 

Also No. 14. 

4.6. Where a relative clause occurs without a noun, there can, of course, 
be no concordia! relations, but the same kinds of referential relation hold 
between the entire clause in its function as a noun phrase and elements 
within the clause. Examples of the relation indicated by a relative pronoun 
as subject are Nos. 17, 18, and 19, and as object No.4; Nos. 9 and 10 are 
examples of the relations marked by the particles that follow Ia. 

5. RELATIVE CLAUSES WITH NO INFLECTED VERB. Two examples of are
lative clause containing no inflected verbal form were noted: 

(31) woro /:riiniibbas Ia $i1'un 'iidag 'a donkey loaded with loaves,' Lit. one loaves which 
loaded donkey 

(32) Ia 'iibyatom Ia 'abba /:ro$a kildum man la'ii/'their houses which have earth put on 
top of them,' Lit. the their-houses which on-it earth worked from above 

In both examples the clause follows the noun and both contain an un
inflected verbal form-the passive participle. It is quite clear that this 
function of Ia is very close to that of the definite article, and in fact the 
second example was immediately preceded by a noun phrase followed by 
Ia plus an adjective: 
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(33) Ia 'iin/:tusu Ia 'iibayi 'its huts, the big ones,' Lit. the its-huts the big (plur.) 

While these examples show the similarity of the two functions of Ia, 
they do not imply that no distinction must be made between them. In 
these examples the distinction depends not on the presence of an inflected 
verbal form, but on the fact that in No. 31 the context does not permit a 
definite article, the noun phrase beginning with woro 'one' or 'a,' while in 
No. 32.1a is immediately followed by 'tJbb-, a common characteristic of the 
relative clause, and not found where Ia is unambiguously to be treated as 
the definite article. 

6. RELATIVE CLAUSES WITHOUT Ia. A number of clauses were noted 
which appear to have the function of relative clauses but do not contain Ia. 

6.1. The particle is absent in sentences in which the place of the main 
verb is occupied by 'iiliibu, e.g., 

(34) manye fiirrah 'iiliibu 'no-one is afraid of me,' Lit. from-me he-fears there-is-not 
(35) /ali wii'iim'allar'iikka 'iiliibu 'no-one will see you night or day,' Lit. night and

day he-sees-you there-is-not 

The most obvious interpretation of these is that the initial elements form 
a relative clause with no modified noun, of the pattern dealt with in §3.3. 
Alternatively 'iiliibu might be regarded as an auxiliary verb, forming a 
single verbal phrase with the other verbal form, the sentence thus being a 
simple sentence with no relative clause. If a relative clause is postulated 
here, the construction appears to be possible only where the referential 
relation is that of the relative pronoun as the subject of the verb (in this 
respect Nos. 34 and 35 being of the same pattern as those of §4.1, but 
without Ia). With other referential relations Ia always occurs, e.g., 

(36) Ia 'atta tgiiyas 'iiliibka 'you have nowhere to go,' Lit. which to-it you-go you
have-not 

6.2. The particle is often absent where the relative clause follows the 
modified noun, e.g., 

(37) Ia 'aciiy las/:tiin karbon labulo 'they call the wood that is burnt coal,' Lit. the wood 
it-is-burnt coal they-call-it 

(38) 'iid gassa latkiibbiit tu 'alii 'this is a country that welcomes guests,' Lit. country 
guest it-welcomes it-is this 

That the position of the relative clause is relevant is shown by the follow
ing example, where there are two clauses, the first without Ia and following 
the noun, the second with Ia and preceding it: 
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(39) Ia siib 'italya siib siJqiJ/ fiitte wiimiJn siJqiJ/la i 'urafgiibiltu "the people of Italy are 
a people that loves work and a nation that does not rest from work,' Lit. the 
people (of) Italy people work it-loves and-from work which not it-rests nation 
it-is 

It is obvious that here too the second Ia is not to be identified with the 
definite article, since its absence or presence is not related to 'definiteness' 
or 'indefiniteness' required by the context. Examples of relative clauses 
containing Ia where the context would not require a definite article are 
Nos. 2, 13, 16, 17, 28, 29 and 30. 

Two other examples may be noted; in the first the relative clause is 
separated from its noun (cf. No. 16), while in the second there are three 
clauses and the last has no modified noun: 

(40) wiid 'iJnas ratiJ' miJn giJ'a siJqiJI 'iiliibu'as there was a rich man"s son with no work,' 
Lit. son man rich when he-became work he-has-not 

(41) kiira 'iJ/Ii miissiJI, kiira (lesas miissiJI n<Jzabe, . .. wiiqiJrab miissiJI niJzabe 'we buy 
things like that, things like butter ... and we buy things like leather,' Lit. such
things this it-resembles, such-things butter it-resembles we-buy ... and-leather 
it-resembles we buy 

7. PROBLEMATIC FUNCTIONS OF tu, ta, tom AND tiin. The forms tu, ta, 
tom and tiin usually, as has already been illustrated in some of the examples, 
function as verbs, in that they occupy the place of the verb in the clause in 
the sentence, though they have morphological characteristics similar to 
those of the nouns. There are, however, two types of sentence in which they 
have rather different functions, though it is still possible to assign them 
verbal function if a relative clause (without Ia) is also postulated. 

7.1. In the following examples tu appears to have merely the function of 
an emphatic particle; certainly its absence would leave a grammatical 
sentence: 

(42) qiiwekahu tu? 'don't you know?' Lit. you-did-not-know-it it-is 
(43) mi twiiddu tu? 'what do you do?' Lit. what you-do it-is 
(44) 'iJI/i 'iJgiJ/ mi tu tiimiissiJ/? 'why do you think that?' Lit. this for what it-is you-

think 

Of these No. 42 alone could be treated as containing a relative clause of 
any type we have yet considered, with qiiwekahu forming the relative clause 
(i.e. 'what-you-don't-know'). This interpretation is not possible with the 
last two in that the referential relation is that of the pronoun as an object 
and a pronominal (object) suffix of the verb would be expected (*Ia 
twiiddawo and *Ia tiimiissallo-'which you-do-it' and 'which you-think-it'). 
It is, however, obviously possible to emend the statement, by noting the 
absence of a pronominal object suffix in examples of this type. But there is 
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little to be gained by attempting to force these sentences into the pattern 
of those containing relative clauses, especially when such complex sen
tences as the following are to be found: 

(45) 'alii '<Jiu tar'll hiil/ekum Ill 'as you see,' Lit. this (object)-it you-seeing you-are 
it-is 

In this example we certainly have one relative clause without Ia; if tu is not 
treated as an emphatic particle, there are two such clauses, which may be 
illustrated by the translation 'that which it is which you are seeing.' 

There are other sentences in which it is more reasonable, though not 
essential, to recognise relative clauses with tu functioning as the main verb 
of the sentence, e.g., 

(46) siib giirrum giiddam tll 'good people work,' Lit. people good he-works it-is 
(47) masela wiibaltag wiikiira 'alii miissal tu dib 'iidna lazziirrii' 'sorghum and millet 

and such-like are sown in our country,' Lit. sorghum and-millet and-such-things 
this resembles it-is in our-country jt-is-sown 

7.2. The forms tu etc. also appear to have the function of second pro
nominal objects of verbs that have pronominal (object) suffixes, e.g., 

(48) bllye hiibiinne tu 'my brother gave me it' 
(49) buye biibiiriinne tom 'my brother showed me them' 

In these two examples the verb has the pronominal suffix -ne 'me' and tu 
and tom appear to have the function of second pronominal objects. It is 
again possible to argue that tu and tom are the main verbs and that the re
maining parts of each sentence are relative clauses. But the objection once 
again is that the referential relation is that which would require to be 
marked by the object suffix of the verb (*hiibiiyyo, biibiiriiyyom, 'he gave
it' and 'he-showed them'). It is clearly simplest to treat the form tu etc. as 
pronominal here, especially since it often appears in this function within 
relative clauses (and otherwise we have a relative clause within a relative 
clause), e.g., 

(50) Ia 'iikan Ia 'atta biibiirkiinne tom 'the place in which you showed them to me,' 
Lit. the place which in-it you-showed-me them 

(51) nagasti Ia t<Jbliinne Ill 'what the queen told me,' Lit. queen which she-told-me it 
(52) Ia 'iJbba niitlriiddaggom tu giibiiy 'a way to take him from them,' Lit. which by-it 

we-deprive-them him way 

The treatment of these forms as pronominal implies yet a further type of 
concordia) and referential relation within the relative clause-where the 
element in concord with the modified noun is this second pronominal 
object, and the referential relation is that indicated by a relative pronoun 
as the object of a verb which already has an object. An example is: 
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(53) Ia kitab Ia ';mta hiibkiinne tu 'the book you gave me,' Lit. the book which you 
you-gave-me it (tu is in concord [masc. sing.) with kitab.) 

A further example in which there is a relative clause without Ia, contain
ing tu as a pronominal object in concord with the noun is: 

(54) '111/i 'i1nta 'iis'iilkiinne tu kiibiir 'the news you told me,' Lit. this you you-told-me 
it news (tu is in concord [masc. sing.] with kiibiir.) 

8. Ia FOR EMPHASIS. In Tigre, as in other Ethiopian languages, a common 
function of the relative particle is, in association with the copula, that of 
making one part of the sentence emphatic. The usual pattern is that the 
emphatic element or elements occur initially in the sentence, followed by 
the copula, the relative particle and the remainder of the sentence. Ex
amples are: 

(55) 'i1glu tu Ia ziirri1' 'it is for that that he sows,' Lit. for-it it-is which he-sows 
(56) ka '11b siibbiit '111/i tu Ia 'iidhiikoka 'and it is for that reason that I called you,' Lit. 

and for reason this it-is which 1-called-you 

Sentences of this type are not conveniently treated under the general state
ment about relative clauses. For if we treat the piece introduced by Ia as a 
relative clause of the common type that has no modified noun, it follows 
that the main verb is tu with the relative clause as its complement and the 
initial elements as its subjects. But in all the examples noted these initial 
(emphatic) elements were adverbial-structures that do not normally 
function as verb-subjects. There is, again, therefore, nothing to be gained 
by attempting to force these sentences into the regular pattern of the re
lative clauses, but to treat tu plus Ia as elements which establish the em
phatic nature of the material they follow. 

The emphasized elements may consist of an entire adverbial clause, e.g., 

(57) '11//i ware 'i11/i mi1n siim'iika giibb11' tu . .. f<~rur Ia hiilleka 'perhaps it is because 
you have heard this news that you have escaped,' Lit. this news this when you
heard it-happens it-is ... having-escaped which you-are 

A highly complex sentence of this type, but in which the emphatic initial 
piece consists of a negated clause with 'ikon as the negative copula, 
followed by a clause and the positive tu is the following: 

(58) 'i1gi1lye miibri1hiit 'i1b s11lmiit 'i1t 'i1giiyi1s for-me lamp in darkness as 1-go for
maton giibiiy 'i1gi11 'i1r'e 'i1gi11 tiibri1h the-purpose-that road in-order-that J. 
'11lye '11nde '11be 'ikon, see in-order-that it-shines for-me while 

1-said it-is-not, 
m11nnata 'i11ka Ia miislo 'iiwayi1r l11b but to-you which resemble blind-men 
'i1nze waken '111 li1t/:liilali1fo 'i1ndiiy heart to and-fro as they-keep-passing 
li1r'une 'i1gi11 i l11diirkune wii'11nde without they-see-me in-order-that not 
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• aJkiitiiw • agal i liiwdiJqune wa'atroye 
'aga li lasbiiro manye 'ande 'abe tu, 

Ia bl /ali miibrahiit • ande ~iibiitko • at 
hii/a/af Ia hiilleko 

they-bump-into-me and-while they
shouldered in-order-that not they-make
me-fall and-my-jug in-order-that not 
they-break from-me while 1-said it-is, 

which every night lamp while 1-carried 
as 1-keep-passing which l-am 

'it is not because I want the lamp to shine for me so that I may see the way as I go 
in the dark, but it is in order that people like you, blind in their hearts, shall not 
bump into me without seeing me as they pass to and fro, and shall not, shoulder
ing me aside, push me down and break my jug, that I carry the lamp every night 
as I pass.' 
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